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1. Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns.     (4x1=4) 

a) My uncle has bought a new car. ___ is black in colour. 

b) I saw the pens on the table. Where are ____ now? 

c) Sita and I are friends. ___ go to the same school. 

d) The batsmen played well. ___ helped us win the match. 

 

2. Identify the underlined part by choosing the correct option. 

(3x2=6) 

a) The postman knocked at the door. 

  (i) subject  (ii) predicate  (iii)neither 

b) The bird flew away. 

 (i) subject   (ii) predicate (iii) neither 

c) The green frog jumped into the lake. 

  (i) subject  (ii) predicate  (iii) neither 

 

3. Place the words in the correct order to form sentences. 

Remember to use capital letters and a full stop in each sentence. 

(5x2=10) 

(a) are/mangoes/delicious/those 



(b) very/flowers/these/pretty/are 

(c) are/books/these/my 

(d) is/lovely/beach/that/a 

(e) these/your/are/toys 

 

4. Fill in the blanks with the correct possessives. The underlined 

words will help. (5x1=5) 

(a) We write in ___ notebook. 

(b) Ram likes ___ school. 

(c) Kate sleeps in ___ bedroom. 

(d) The man came to the party with ___ wife. 

(e) I have lost ___ keys. 

 

5. Re-arrange these words to get proper sentences. Then, mark 

their kind.  (5x2=10) 

(a) quiet be 

(b) you work must hard 

(c) goal missed Ranjan the 

(d) going out am tonight I 

(e) father how your is 

 

6. Choose the correct demonstratives from the brackets and 

complete the sentence.  (5x2=10) 

(a) ___ bird likes to eat ants. ( Those/ That) 

(b) Please put ___ papers on the table. ( these/ this) 



(c) Do you remember ___ person we met at the club? (that/ those) 

(d) ___ is my cousin Preetika. (This/ Those) 

(e)___ grow into very tall trees. ( These/ This) 

 

7. Fill in the blanks with the correct possessives. The words in the 

brackets will help you.  (5x1=5) 

(a) They have got a new pet. This dog is ___ too. (their) 

(b) That is Mayank’s house. That is ___. (our) 

(c) How is that cousin of ___? (you) 

(d) This is my car. That is ___. (he) 

(e) That boy in the blue shirt is a friend of ___. (I) 

 

Comprehension                                                                   (10) 

Read the story and answer the following questions: 

Once there lived an old man in a village. He did not know how to 

read and write. He always noticed that people wore spectacles 

while reading newspapers and books. He thought, “I can also read 

if I have spectacles like them. I must buy a pair for myself.” 

    So one day he went to the market. He entered the shop that sold 

spectacles and asked the shopkeeper for a pair of spectacles. The 

shopkeeper gave him several pairs of spectacles and a book. The 

man tried all of them one by one, but could not read anything. He 

told the shopkeeper that the spectacles were of no use to him. The 

shopkeeper realized that the man was holding the book upside 

down. He then said, “ Perhaps you don’t know how to read.” 

 

A. Guess the words from the given clues: (2x1=2) 



(i) a place where people go to buy things:   _A _K_T 

(ii) the owner of a shop:  S_ _ P _ E E _ _ R 

B. Answer the questions:  (3x2=6) 

(i) Where did the old man live? 

(ii) What did the old man ask the shopkeeper to give him? 

(iii) What did the shopkeeper said to the old man? 

C. Make Sentences:  (2x1=2) 

(i) Book    (ii) Village 
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THE STORY OF SILK 

Answer the following questions:      [ 3x3=9] 

1. Why was the empress sad ? 

2. What was the great idea that the empress had ? 

3. Why is silk such a special cloth ? 

 

4. Unscramble the following words.     [4x1=4] 

a. AVWEER 

b. ONCOCO 

c. CRISPENS 

d. IEEPNGP 

MY PLAYMATE 

5. Write the first 12 lines of the  poem ‘My Playmate’ with poet’s 

name. [14]  

6. What’s the difference?    [2x2=4] 

a.wonder / wander 

b. sight/ site 

 

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE 

 Answer the following questions:      [ 3x3=9] 

       7.Where did the children live ? 

       8. What did the children do all day ? 

       9. How did Old Manu help the children? 

 



ROBIN 

10. Write the opposites for these words. [4x1=4] 

      a.never 

      b. foolish 

      c.went 

       d. liked 

THE MOON 

11. Answer the questions about these lines from the poem. [2x3=6] 

 ‘’ But all the things that belongs to the day  

    Cuddle to sleep to be out of her way.” 

a.Who or what is being spoken about ? 

b.What are some of the things that belaong  to the day? 

MY EARLY HOME 

12. Write the meanings of the following words –    [4x2=8] 

    a. brook- 

     b. lodging- 

     c. rushes – 

     d. meadow – 

THE  WOODEN BOWL 

13. Make sentence with the following –    [2] 

              a  cheap wooden bowl 
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Q.1. Fill in the blanks.                                                      10X1= 10 

i) The sum of 650 and 208 is _____ 

ii) Add 12 seven times _____ 

iii) How many units in 5 dozens? _____ 

iv) 21 days = _____ weeks 

v) How many pairs in 54? _____ 

vi) What is the difference of 67 and 27? _____ 

vii) 1 more than 1499 is _____ 

viii) 75 X 1000 = _____ 

ix) 9 th + 15h  + 6 ones = _____ 

x) 
1

2
 of Rs 70 = Rs _____ 

Q.2. Multiply.                                                                 3X3 =9 

i) Rs 256.05 X 42 

ii) 7006 X 6253 

iii) 25kg 9hg 7dag 4g X 7 

 

 

 



Q.3. Add.                                                                   3X3=9     

i) kg  hg  dag  g  

    0    6      0    4 

  19    0      8    0 

    7     4      9    9 

+ 28     0      0    7 

   _____________ 

ii) km  m  cm  mm 

      6  103  96    2 

      4  504  63    7 

      9  687     5    4 

+    2    91   13    7 

 

iii)            Rs 

            708.06 

            425.90 

         + 647.85 

_______________ 

Q.4. Substract.                                                           3X3 = 9 

i) kg  hg  dag  g 

   18    0     5    4 

-  14    8     8    9 



_____________ 

ii) m  cm  mm 

     8   47      4 

-    7   31      9 

______________ 

iii)         Rs 

         970.60 

  -      326.25 

_______________ 

Q.5. Divide.                                                                   4+3 = 7 

i) 15kg 5hg 3dag 2g ÷ 2 

iii) 6548 ÷ 60 

Q.6. Convert the following.                                                2 X 2 = 4 

i) 5m 15cm into cm. 

ii) 8km 25m into m. 

Q.7. Solve.                                                                3 X 4 = 12 

i) A man bought 9 chairs for Rs 2250.90 . What is the cost of 1 

chair? 

ii) In a class, there are 45 students. If each student contributes Rs 

125 for a picnic, what is the total collection of the class? 

iii) A fruitseller had Rs 750.80. He bought mangoes for Rs 695.90. 

How much money was left with the fruitseller? 
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 [A]FILL IN THE BLANKS:(8×2=16) 

1)Soil contains____, ____, ____  and stones. 

2)Plants like wheat,rice and onion have___roots. 
3)Whales breathe through their_____. 

4)Things like cars and bridges are ____things. 

5)First aid should be given to an injured person _______. 
6)______ is the parts of dead plants and animals found  in the soil. 

 

[B]RE ARRANGE:-(5×2=10) 

1)eelhapnt= 
2)anbdgea= 

3)potafoth= 

4)caly= 
5)arint= 

 

[C]ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:- 
Q1)Write the two functions of the root?(2) 

Q2)How is the balance maintained  in nature ?(2) 

Q3)What are natural things ?Give three examples.(4) 
Q4)Why do farmers add manure to the soil?(2) 

Q5)Write two features of a good  house?(2) 

 

[D] NAME THE FOLLOWING:(5×2=10) 
(1)Most flowers grow into these= 

(2)It can make its own food in the presence of sunlight= 

(3)Potters use me to make pots and clays= 
(4)Most plants breathe through these= 

(5)It grows into a new plant= 

 
[E] Draw a plant and label its different 

parts[Bud,Flower,Branch,Fruit,Leaf,Stem, 

Shoot,Root]  (12) 
 

_____________××××________________ 
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 ১) 'ডানপিটে' কপিতাটি কপির নামসহ প্রথম আে লাইন ললট া (১০)  

 

২) িাঠ্াাংশ লথটক প্রশ্নগুটলার উত্তর দাও(৬×২=১২)  

ক) মাপলনীর পির জটল কীটসর ছাযা লদ া লেত?  

 )ঋপিকুমাররা কী করত?  

গ) একজন ঘরময নীল কাপল গুটল কী কটর?  

ঘ) 'আধলা' কী?  

ঙ) িটথ লকন থামটল চলটি না?  

চ) দাশুর ভারী ইটে পছল কী?  

 

৩) শনূ্িান িূরণ কর(৪)  

ক) লকানপদন________োটি, নয োটি লজটল।  

 ) মটনর কথা_______শত্রুটক আর_______না।  

গ)এক ______অরণ্ পছল।  

 

৪) িাক্ রচনা কর(৪)  

িসন্ত, লেে, িযসা, সুিাপরশ 

৫) সমনাম শব্দ লল া(৪)  

সূেয, শত্রু 

৬) 'তারা' শব্দটি পভন্ন অটথয িাটক্ ি্িহার কর(৪)  

৭) পিিরীত শব্দ লল (২)  

স্বগয× 

েুদ্ধ× 

৮) উভয পলঙ্গ কাটক িটল? পতনটি উভয পলঙ্গ শব্দ লল  (৩)  

৯) সমাপিকা পিযা ও অসমাপিকা পিযা কাটক িটল? (৩)  

১০) পলঙ্গ িপরিতয ন কর(৪)  

সভ্া, প্রথমা, হপিনী, গাই লগারু 

১১) শনূ্িাটন সঠিক পিটশিণ িসাও(২)  

ক) ______লমজাপজ।  

 ) _______োি।  

১২) শনূ্িাটন সঠিক সিযনাম িদ িসাও (৩)  



ক)আমার কুকুরটক আপম____িপল ও____লশাটন।  

 ) _______িাগাটন একো আমগাছ আটছ।  

১৩) নীটচর অি্য গুপল পদটয িাক্ রচনা কর(৫)  

তি,ু এিাং , হায, কী, েুসোস 
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l.Fill in the blanks.   (5×2=10) 

a.Early man was a ________. 

b.The best known building in Mohenjodaro is the_______. 

c.The form of writing of the Egyptians is called________. 

d.Mesopotamians used________ to build their cities. 

e.Chinese tea cups were made from special clay known as_______. 

ll.Match the following: (5×2=10) 

                       A.                                  B. 

a.Tutankhamen.                            1.Ziggurat. 

b.Temple.                                        2.Half brother 

c.Confucius.                                    3.Artefact 

d.Paper.                                            4.Judgement 

e.Toys.                                               5.Printing. 

lll.Name the following: (6×2=12) 

a.The tallest Pyramid - 

b.Huge stone tomb made by the Egyptians- 

c.Chief God of Mesopotamia- 

d.Findings of archaeologists- 

e.A famous ruler of Babylon- 

f.A great teacher of China- 

IV. Answer the following questions.     (7×4=28) 

a.Write any four sources of history. 

b.Write any four river valley civilisations along their rivers. 

c.Write four discoveries of the Egyptians. 

d.Name four important cities of the Mesopotamian civilisation. 

e.Why is river Hwang Ho called the River of Sorrow and also the Yellow river? 

f.Write any four contributions of the Chinese. 

g.Who built the Great Wall of China and why? 
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1) Fill in the blanks :-  (2x6 =12) 

 a)  Special drawings of the Earth are called ______ 

 b) To explain the colours and symbols on a map, it must have an _______ 

 c)  A book of maps is called an _______ 

 d) The compass needle always point towards the _______ 

 e)  The four main directions are known as ______ direction. 

  f)   The sun sets in the ______ . 

2) Who am I ? (2x6 = 12) 

a) I am hard and solid and people live on me _____ 

b) I exist in the innermost part of the earth _______ 

c) Whales, seals and dolphins live inside me _______ 

d) I am a square made up of lines _______ 

e) The globe rotates on me _____ 

f)  I am the main direction ______ 

3)  Choose the correct answers :-  (2x3 = 6) 

a) The  realm of life is ________ (biosphere/ hydrosphere) 

b) A sea which is surrounded by land on all side is the _______ ( arabian / aral) sea. 

c) The smallest continent is ______ ( Australia/ Europe).  

4) Answer the following questions :- (30) 

 a) Explain three features that a map must have. (6) 

 b) State three advantages of a map.(6) 

 c) Name the four spheres of the earth. (4) 

d) How can we identify the four directions? (4) 

e) State two uses of Oceans and seas. (4) 

f)  What are oceans? How do they differ from seas? (3) 

h) What are sub directions? (3) 
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1. Fill in the blanks:  5×2=10 

A)The calendar that we use is called the______. 
B)The largest stone sundial is in______. 

C)A veterinary doctor treats the sick_____. 

D)Differently abled  people should be treated with______. 

E)Senior citizen is a person above______years. 
 

2. Match the following:  5×2=10 

        A                                B 
1.Sequencing             a. Charles Barbier 

2.Time                       b.Events 

3.Heart Specialist       c.Clocks 
4.Child Specialist       d. Pediatrician 

5.Cryptography          e.Cardiologist 

 
3. Put a tick on the correct option:  3×2=6 

 

1)We dial this number to call the police 

         a.102   b.101    c.100 
2)24 hours means 

         a. 2 days   b. 4 days  c. 1 day 

3)Louis Braille was born in the year 
         a.1908   b.1890    c.1809 

 

4. Write the followings in one or two sentences each:   3+3=6 
A)Differently abled:- 

B)Visually challenged:- 

 
5. Unscramble the letters to make names of some community helpers:   2+2=4 

A)RTILAO- 

B)RTPIANE- 

 
6. Answer the following questions:  6×4=24 

1)Define the term Sequencing. 

2)Give four examples of community helpers. 
3)What have you learnt about the sign language? 

4)Who are hearing impaired? 

5)What is a timeline? 
6)What is the difference between occupation and profession? 
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G.K. (30Marks) 

Q.1.a) Write down the name of any two stories of Panchatantra.            [4] 

 b) Who is the writer of Panchatantra?        [2] 

Q.2. Find out the inventions / inventors              [8] 

i) aeroplane ---                                                                          iii) John L Baird ---- 

ii) computer ---                                                                          iv) Rene Laennec ---- 

Q.3. How do people speak :---------            

a) “Hellow” and “Welcome”   in Italian ?               (2) 

b) “Thank you” and “Good bye” in Hindi?              (2) 

Q.4. Match the correct answers:-------                      (6) 

a)Opera House                                                       i)Dubai,UAE 

b)Eiffel Tower                                                         ii)Australia 

c)Burj Khalifa                                                          iii)France 

d)Great Pyramids                                                   iv)Nile (Egypt) 

e)The largest desert                                              v)Egypt 

f)The longest river                                                 vi)Sahara 

Q.5. Name the following :-------                                             [6] 

a) The highest waterfall ------ 

b) The largest country in terms of land area – 

c) The highest mountain peak -------       

 



Spelling (30Marks) 

Q.1) Fill in the blanks with a /an -------                   [6] 

a) _________ ounce 

b) _________poet 

c)_________ aunt in ________apron 

d) _________ prince and ________ princess 

Q.2) Re-arrange the letters to make words :--------                [6] 

i) h c r b n a =                                                     iii) e v l o g = 

ii) e p m o =                                                         v) s l a g s = 

Q.3) Complete these :--------                                 [5] 

i) good ______ best 

ii) drag  dragging  __________ 

iii) _________  worse  worst 

iv) __________ _________ biggest 

Q.4) Write the word that rhymes with -----                     [2] 

i) Paid -                                                      ii) Bought – 

Q.5) Write down the two most likely to be :-------                             [8] 

i) on a tea table :---    _________ , __________ 

ii) in a book :--- ___________ , ___________ 

iii) at a station :-- ___________ , ___________ 

iv) on a tree :--- ___________ , ___________ 

Q.6) Write out all the vowels.                                                       [3] 
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1. Name 6 tasks  of  file explorer ribbon.     6 

2. What do you know about  edge? 5 

3. What is Navigation  pane? 5 

4. What is taskbar?  5 

5. What  is  Notification Area?  5 

6. Write the functions of :-    2×2=4 

    i. Windows key +D= 

    ii. Windows key = 


